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Excellent in design,
quality and service 
iF Design Award for 2 case models from Faisst 

Live from real-world application: 
OEM products from Faisst
The new lightweight cases - individually manufactured 

Sustainably produced
from recycled materials 
X-Press boxes for eco-friendly shipping 

New online configurator 
for professional cases 
Choose the right case series for you

Excellent in
design, quality
and service
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For over 60 years, our vision  
has been simple: We want to  
support you as a customer in  

transporting your products safely  
around the world and putting them  
in the spotlight by developing cases  

that are perfectly tailored to your  
needs. We continue to work vigorously  

and creatively on the continuous  
optimization of our product range.

MARKUS BÄCHTOLD 
CEO · FAISST GMBH

„

„

Faisst − Your specialist for 
high-quality aluminum cases.  
Made in Germany

FAISST CASE SERIES INTERIOR

Enjoy mobility -  
success with tailor-made cases

„Faisst products are the first choice!“ That‘s what our customers 
say, and by that they also mean the comprehensive product 
range that we are constantly expanding. For over 60 years,  
we have been consistently expanding our collection and con- 
tinuously improving existing products. 

It is important to us to take on board the wishes of our customers 
and implement them with good, field-tested products. We  
accompany the high degree of individualization with compre-
hensive advice and a detailed elaboration for each customer 
and their requirements. 

Our in-house production works very flexibly and with short  
delivery times thanks to state-of-the-art production facilities. 
The global sourcing of all components guarantees market- 
driven prices for first-class branded products from Faisst. 

The recognition effect across all product ranges is an impor-
tant feature of our brand. The name Faisst stands for modern 
cases, bags, and etuis in professional quality – our customers 
can rely on this. 

The added value in your case
We adapt every 
foam insert 
to your products.

Our solutions are as individual  
as your products
Your brand is unique. That‘s why we manufacture our  
selected and proven range of sample, transportation,  
and presentation cases with customer-specific foam or 
thermoformed inserts, tailor-made for your product  
assortment and equipment. 

Foam inserts are ideal for protecting sensitive products 
and transporting them safely. The insole is individually 
adapted to the products and thus ensures a perfect hold. 
In addition to protection, transportation cases with foam 
inserts also enable optimal product presentation. You can 
choose between varied materials. As a manufacturer of 
foam inserts, Faisst GmbH specializes primarily in hard 
foam inserts.

Foam insert in your color 
A wide range of color variants are possible to  

match your corporate design

Individual printing possible 
The foam inserts can be integrated into the lid and 

bottom tray of the case and printed

Precise cutouts with finger holes
Precisely fitting recesses allow the tools to  
fit of the tools. Everything stays in its place

Removable inserts 
Compactly housed yet easy to remove. Also available 

with handles on request

Rigid foam inserts 
For particularly space-saving and secure integration  

of many products

Electronic fixtures and much more 
Presentations of electrical components are also  
possible using Alu-Dibond or ABS plastic plates

Individual product development 
To produce our durable case series, we use only 

high-quality materials in our company.

From design to finished product 
In our company, the complete product production  

is carried out from a single source.

Case production  
made to measure.  
For over 60 years. Precise machining with the waterjet or CNC milling machine

Computer-aided design of case inserts

Quality inspection of the individual foam inserts  
before delivery

Faisst-Koffer.de/en

More info online

We will be happy to advise you!  Phone: +49 (0)7231 428089-0

Alu DesignAlu Robust Alu Light
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Our case solution combines elegance  
with stability, compactness, and a  

structured layout for generous storage  
space. The Alu Light series was specifically 

chosen as the basis for the customer-specific 
modern design, as the corner profiles  

feature additional riveting. This creates 
additional stability when goods are tightly 
filled. Even the inside corners were utilized 

down to the last millimeter.” 

SALVATORE CAMPISI  |  SALES 
Phone +49(0) 7231 42 80 89-41

„

„

Built-in power connection
Plug in the integrated power 
connector and the product 
presentation can start

Compact case makes it big: 

It‘s hard to believe how many 
presentation documents fit into  
this case. The interior has been 
calculated so precisely that all 
components can be accommodated.

Durable plastic  
intermediate plate 
mounted in fully functional state

We will be happy to advise you!  Phone: +49 (0)7231 428089-0

SUCCESS STORIES SUCCESS STORIES

Customer Project PONGS 
Elegance is a way of life, suitable for the cases of the Alu Light 
series. Angular aluminum profiles and harmoniously fitted 
corners made of impact-resistant metal create an elegant 
appearance with an incredible service life. The customer 
PONGS opted for a trolley variant in black, with a logo print 
on the outside and an individually divided interior with pre-
cisely adapted compartments on the inside to accommodate 
the substantial number of sample folders and accessories to 
be filled. A successful example of an individual case solution.

Customer Project LEGRAND

The aluminum frame case Alu Framecase is characterized by 
high stability. Thanks to the double-walled aluminum side pro-
files, this case series is suitable for technical installations and 
at the same time offers a high-quality product presentation. 
That‘s why our customer LEGRAND opted for this case model. 

Safety during the transport of the particularly sensitive  
electronic components is ensured not only by the stable alu- 
minum profiles and the robust surface, but also by the indivi-
dually adapted durable plastic intermediate plate, on which 
the individual devices could be mounted and wired in a   
functional state. This custom-made carrier 
plate ensures that nothing slips in the case 
and can be presented to the future customer 
with an explanatory inner lid wall.

Classically elegant on the outside 
with a specially developed case 
surface, this aluminum frame case 
reveals its special qualities in the 
presentation of goods on the inside.

Experience Faisst‘s production 
facilities with a drone flight
Let yourself be carried away into the 
world of the production of high-quality 
aluminum cases and much more in this 
OneShot video, from production in the 
various departments to work preparation 
and the presentation of our case series in 
our own showroom. As an experienced 
case manufacturer in Germany, we imple-
ment your specifications and require-
ments down to the smallest detail in our 
production facility in Birkenfeld near 
Pforzheim and are available to advise you 
throughout the entire process.

Dynamic video tour through our company

Get to know our production
Award 
„Exemplary Fulfilled Customer Wishes“ 
We are incredibly pleased to announce that we have been 
recognized by Focus Money for our excellence in customer 
satisfaction. This recognition underscores our commitment  
to providing high-quality products and services that meet 
our customers‘ expectations. Our goal has always been to 
deliver reliable solutions and create a basis of trust and  
satisfaction among our customers. Receiving this award is 
a testament to the hard work of our team and the trust our 
customers place in us. We see this as an incentive to con- 
stantly improve our offerings and continue meeting the 
needs of our customers. 

Award 
„Germany‘s BEST - Test Winner“ 
Faisst was awarded „Germany‘s Best“ in a study by the 
IMWF Institute for Management and Economic Research in 
cooperation with DEUTSCHLAND TEST. The study „Germany‘s 
Best“ was once again conducted this year using the social 
listening method; i.e., the collection (crawling) and evalua-
tion (processing) of the data. More than 400 million online 
sources were searched; the results were based on around 
44 million mentions from companies. 
With 94.4 out of a possible 100 points, Faisst is in 2nd place 
among the top award-winning companies in the „Bags and 
Suitcases“ category. Around 20,000 companies from over 
200 industries were included in the study.FOCUS 06-07/24 | DEUTSCHLANDTEST.DE

KUNDENZUFRIEDENHEIT
ANALYSE  

VORBILDLICH
ERFÜLLTE
KUNDEN

WÜNSCHE
Faisst Koffer

FOCUS 35/23 | DEUTSCHLANDTEST.DE

ANBIETERREPUTATION 

DEUTSCHLANDS

BESTE
TESTSIEGER

Exemplary Fullfilment of customer requests 

We have been awarded once again
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https://youtu.be/zJJvkeR2bIY?si=MnM7Kk6cUN2FHoZRFlight through the case production of the Faisst company           

Alu Framecase

The case that becomes 
a technical device

Alu Light

Successful solution: A case exactly  
according to customer requirements

Watch online  
on YouTube

The outstanding feature  
of this case project is the special  

synergy effects of the Alu Framecase,  
which allows four product categories  
to be integrated into one case model  

in the same form. All four cases fit together, 
both in terms of external shape and 

contents. The distinctive feature here is  
that we offer customer device installation, 

cabling, and quality assurance directly 
in-house − all from a single source.”

MICHAEL KRAUS  |  SALES 
Phone +49(0) 7231 42 80 89-95

„

„

The Alu Framecase is the  
perfect case for technical product  

presentation. It can be produced in  
flexible formats and printed with illustrations.

See a detailed product 
presentation of this 
customer project on 
YouTube at 
https://youtu.be/
JFoN8kTb_vU
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Clear presentation of  
the products with the  
respective details, filterable  
by product groups

Visually configure a case in just a 
few steps and submit an enquiry 
with the new configurator
Exactly the right fit. Custom-made. Simply per-
fect. Every company has its own requirements 
for its presentation case. With the configurator, 
we offer you the opportunity to submit a basic 
enquiry in just a few steps and in an uncompli- 
cated way. You will receive a visual image of your 
presentation case, trolley, or etui in your desired 
configuration. We have placed particular emphasis 
on the brilliant presentation and clear user 
guidance.

In just a few steps, you define which surface,  
corner profiles, and accessories you want to use. 
Step by step, you will be intuitively guided 
through the configurator. You can check your 
configuration at any time before submitting it  
as a request. Sample sizes (S, M, L) give you an 
overview of the product proportions. The exact 
dimensions of your case as well as custom-made 
products will be individually defined in a further 
step with your consultant and to match your  
products. Just give it a try.

3. Select sample  
sizes S, M, L 
to recognize proportions 

4. Choose the right accessories 
Foam inserts, advertising, mobility, 
and other accessories

1. Select case series and  
product type 
Case, trolley or etui

2. Choose surface color  
and corner profiles 
Define the look 

Online soon: configure individually
www.faisst-koffer.de/de/konfigurator

We will be happy to advise you!  Phone: +49 (0)7231 428089-0

The new lightweight cases based on  
individual tooling
The thermoformed 2-layer ABS plastic cases are developed to 
scale entirely according to customer requirements in individual 
shapes and colors. As configuration cases, they serve as a sales 
aid for companies and contain original samples of the goods to be 
presented. Various successful examples of special shapes have 
already been realized to date, for which our in-house production 
can accommodate an almost unlimited variety of shapes on  
request.

Thanks to the thermoforming technology, the design of the case 
height is quite variable and can be implemented up to a total 
height (lid and lower part) of 200 mm. The hard cases are made  
of impact-resistant ABS. Foam or thermoformed inserts can be 
easily integrated into the case.

Faisst gives you everything from a single source − from consulting 
to design, technical development to series production and  
roll-out. Our team of experienced specialists in every field  
perfectly complements a network of qualified suppliers − in Euro-
pe and worldwide. The ideal path to your new product is via Faisst 
– so you can benefit from our decades of experience.

Satisfied customers confirm the successful collaboration with 
Faisst: “Thanks to the professional cooperation with Faisst, we 
were able to produce this special case in an innovative design and 
as a tribute to the G-Class. The case is a visual highlight in every 
sales room and its use during consultations turns these into  
a special experience for our customers.” 

MERCEDES BENZ AG PRODUCT MANAGEMENT & SALES G-CLASS

OEM PRODUCTSONLINE CONFIGURATOR

Technical development from a single source up to series production

OEM hard-shell cases in special form factors
fully according to customer wishes

We understand your product 
and provide you with  

competent up-front advice

We design 
with an experienced  

creative team

We engineer
and plan the technical  
product development

We estimate costs and  
make prototypes 

and check the feasibility  
in the production

We go into production
 at the Birkenfeld site and  
with our partners in Asia

Generous displays, dynamic image animations, 
interactive product explanations
Modern and appealing in design with its animated photo-
graphs, the new website faisst-koffer.de is now even more  
intuitive and impressive in its presentation. Here you will find a 
clear and detailed description of all case series and accesso-
ries. Here you will find all the information about the characte-
ristics and details of the individual products in the form of  
interactive elements.

The product presentation was supplemented with selected  
references and individual case solutions. This gives you an idea 
of the differentiated production possibilities of Faisst. 

From the product overview, you can go directly to the shop 
with standard solutions or format your own case in the case 
configurator (see below). 

Click through and discover the wide range of customization  
options for a case in product presentation or advertising

www.faisst-koffer.de coming soon in a new design

Discover the  
new website

1      Configure the case model individually 2      Summary / inquiry 3      Receive individual advice / offer

Individual case shapes can  
be realized at any time thanks  
to our in-house toolmaking. 

This enables us to taylor the shape  
of the case to customer requirements  

like the shape of their product.

THOMAS FAISST  |  SALES MANAGER  
Phone  +49(0) 7231 42 80 89-89

„

„
Product Example Lock BoxxProduct Example Mercedes Benz - G-Klasse Product Example Zwiesel

Discover the design features 
of the cases interactively

Be impressed by the  
animated graphics and  
video clips

Generous presentation  
of the individualization  
options of a case
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X-PRESS-Boxes OCEAN − Eco-friendly shipping boxes

Our contribution to sustainability
Do you already know about our alternative  
plastic shipping boxes?
The pollution of the world‘s oceans is unmistakable. We 
take action against that by using recovered and recycled 
ocean plastic to produce our proven X-Press boxes. In do-
ing so, we rely on the professional work of tide ocean SA in 
collecting and processing the materials.

The practical small parts packaging made of recycled poly-
propylene is almost indestructible and protects your goods 
during shipping. A solid inner frame guarantees a safe pa-
cking space. The practical closure is easy to open and close 
again and again. The shipping boxes are available in two si-
zes, one color, and in practical packaging units.

For larger quantities, custom colors are possible, as well as 
an individual stamp insert with your name in the box. Sing-
le or multi-color printing on the outside is possible at any 
time; for that, please send us your print data.

 

New solution for Vario Case Pro trolleys with multiple wheels

The choice is yours for your mobility
Trolleys with a choice of 2 or 4 wheels
The possibility of producing a case as a trolley with 
wheels makes the case flexible and easier to manage – 
especially for heavy contents. The determining factor 
here is the subsequent use.

For this reason, in addition to the previous production 
with two corner castors, a new concept with four sub-
structure swivel castors has now also been developed.

The decision to equip a trolley with 2 or 4 wheels  
depends on what it will be used for later. With two  
corner castors (available as rubber castors in a plastic 
housing), the trolley is pulled in one direction and is sui-
table primarily for uneven surfaces such as paving 
stones or natural terrain. On the other hand, for smooth 
surfaces inside buildings, on streets, or in showrooms, 
four castors are ideal for moving the case with ease in 
an upright position and in a 360-degree radius.

As an option, existing cases can also be retrofitted with 
a click-on trolley – the choice is yours.

The handy and lightweight  
design aluminium etui
Alu Briefcase is a series of presentation cases for the 
transport and presentation of small and valuable pro-
ducts. Until now, there have not been many light-
weight solutions for presenting these products in a 
modern and high-quality way. The award was given 
for the unique design. 

The Faisst-specific features make Alu Briefcase into a 
design statement that perfectly showcases the user‘s 
product during sales presentations. The specially shaped 
corners allow the cases to be stacked in an elegant way. 
Available in an assortment of colors and sizes.

In cooperation with

Alu Briefcase winner at the iF Design Award

Excellent in design,  
quality and service

New: 360-degree rotation − case with 4 wheels,  
ideal for even surfaces

Stable and proven – case with 2 wheels,  
for uneven terrain

NEW

2023

In good hands from design to series production
Original Faisst cases are recognized by their unmistakable design. 
The elegant lines and wave design typical of Faisst indicate the  
carefully crafted appearance of our cases. Each case series has its 
own unique look. The individual components of the case have 
been individually developed and produced.

The family of components has been expanded to include a case 
handle. Refined in multiple development steps and test applica-
tions, the grip and comfort of the handle have been maximized.

The design concept and technical development is conducted by 
the in-house design agency TABLO Design. In the design process, 
color, shape and ergonomics were revised and optimized.

Sturdy and equipped with a non-slip grip surface, these handles 
are available in ten distinct color combinations. Always in harmony 
with the design concept of the individual cases. Especially the 
spring-loaded handle joint that allows the handle to fold down  
elegantly onto the case after carrying conveys a noteworthy value. 
The customer immediately perceives the unique feel of the high-
quality grip surface and the carrying comfort of the case.

INNOVATIONS + DEVELOPMENTS

More info online

Alu Briefcase  
available in the shop

More info online

TABLO Design drives modern product design at Faisst

Development of an gripping ergonomic concept

As the primary interface to the  
end user and a key element in  

the design of a case, handles are  
crucial for an overall impression of  

quality and good ergonomics.

MAX BEUTER 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TABLO DESIGN

„
„

For more information on  
product design development, 
please contact: 
Tablo Design 
Agentur für Gestaltung 
Carl-Benz-Str. 14-16 
75217 Birkenfeld / Germany
Phone: +49 (0)7231 4888-846
Email: service@tablo.de 
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Waterproof and dustproof
For extreme conditions – certified protection  

for your equipment.

Foam inserts for sensitive products
High-quality foam inserts are available for this case, which are 

individually tailored to your transported goods.

With one-hand lock
Maximum stability with minimum weight − the cases  

are designed to be closed with only one hand.

Tested and certified − rigorously vetted
A new addition to Faisst‘s range is the SINORA series of protective 
cases. SINORA plastic injection molded cases offer maximum 
protection of sensitive contents and devices. Made of high-quality 
polypropylene, they are lightweight, sturdy, and waterproof. 
Tailor-made inserts perfectly protect your technical equipment. 
Ideal for transporting sensitive equipment and individual needs.

The standard sizes of SINORA cases cover a wide range of appli-
cations and can be used in many ways as protective or outdoor 
cases. The twelve standard prefabricated sizes are designed to 
meet the needs of a wide range of customers. They range from 
small, handy cases that are ideal for transporting delicate  
devices or personal items, to larger cases that offer ample space 
for tools, equipment, or other larger items.

SINORA cases are available in the shop including lid and bottom 
foam as well as a grid foam that customers can customize them-
selves.

Laptop securely attached
The integrated aluminum intermediate plate secures your laptop 

from slipping with locking nubs and additional Velcro strap

With power connection
The mobile printer is pre-installed in the case in such  

a way that it only needs to be connected on site via  
the external connection

Removable lid
For working with a laptop, it remains attached directly to the 

intermediate plate. This enables parallel printing.

Professionally equipped for mobile working  
and always ready to hand
Xpert Cases are suitable for all professions that require on-site 
working and printing. The ideal and compact case solution as 
mobile office for the direct processing of receipts. You always 
have your office equipment with you.

Xpert Case case series in cooperation with HULSHOF

Professional cases 
for mobile working
Hard shell case for your notebook + printer
If you travel frequently and perform inspections, repairs, or 
other on-site work where you need your notebook, printer, and 
other equipment, we have the right case solutions for you: safe 
and professional. „Hulshof inside“ − the custom-fit functional 
installation made of lightweight aluminum elements, in which 
your notebook and mobile printer can be safely accommodated 
and connected directly. Not only can you store your valuable 
devices in a space-saving manner and transport them well  
protected, but they are also always at hand and ready for use  
directly on site. This protects your equipment and guarantees  
a longer service life – a quality feature that pays off. 

The cases are suitable for the HP OfficeJet 200 and 250 mobile 
printers as well as Canon Pixma TR150. Some models feature  
a removable lid for unconstrained working on the go in the 
smallest of spaces. Smaller Xpert cases are also available only 
for mobile printers.

Protective case in cooperation with SINORA

New protective cases 
in the Faisst range

SINORA cases were designed  
to withstand extreme demands  
and protect your most sensitive  

contents. These protective cases are tested 
and certified according to IP 67 (dust and 

moisture), and according to military  
standards, such as MIL-STD 810 (breakage 
resistance, thermal shock, drop and shake 

tests). SINORA cases thus guarantee the 
highest level of transport protection.

Michael Murza  |  SINORA 
Faisst info Phone +49(0) 7231 42 80 89-0

„

„

MILITARY

STA N DARD

MIL-STD-810H

CERTIFIED

Available in assorted sizes 
from stock

Sturdy telescopic  
handle The Hulshof brand specializes  

in the development and marketing  
of solutions for mobile workers. Cases  

and bags in which a notebook and  
printer or other devices are installed  
and from which the user carries out  
his work. Well-designed, innovative  

developments are of vital importance  
to us today. Always on the lookout  

for the right solution.” 

ERIC HULSHOF  |  HULSHOF CASES  NL
Faisst info phone +49(0) 7231 42 80 89-0

„

„

HU

LSHOF

CO M P O N E N
TS

HU

LSHOF

I N S I D E

HU

LSHOF
I N S I D E

HU

LSHOF

CO M P O N E N
TS

COLLABORATIONS

Expedition-safe with 
pressure equalization  
valve 
equipped for extreme  
highs and lows

Available  
in the shop 

Available  
in the shop 

Rigorously tested and certified 
Sinora cases are tested and certified  
according to MIL-STD-810H and  
protection class IP 67

Minimal weight 
with maximum stability  
Impact-resistant and  
break-resistant 

Waterproof & dustproof 
for extreme conditions  
certified protection for your equipment

Precisely adapted inserts 
on request 
made of high-quality polypropylene,  
individually manufacturable from 10 pieces



on leading social media platforms
Find out more about our new products, trade fair presences, 
and company information on YouTube. Here are interesting 
case presentations and their unique features to discover. 
Our case specialist M. Faisst explains what is important 
when choosing the right case and what you should consider 
when configuring it. Feel free to take a look.

Follow us online:

Presentation of our
reference products

YouTube product presentation videos

Publisher & Editorial Board 
Faisst GmbH 
Carl-Benz-Str. 14 - 16,  
D-75217 Birkenfeld / Germany

Opening hours  
Mo - Th 8:00 - 16:30 h 
Mo - Fr 8:00 - 13:00 h

Contact: 
Telephone +49 (0)7231 428089-0
service@faisst-koffer.de
www.faisst-koffer.de
www.faisst-shop.de

Legal Disclaimer: The publisher assumes no legal responsibility or liability whatsoever for incorrect information or its consequences. · Design by www.tablo.de

Browse through the 
Faisst Catalogue 

Visit our showroom

Follow us on LinkedIn
We regularly publish informational 
posts and short videos about our 
new products.

linkedin.com/ 
company/faisst

Follow us:

FAISST MEDIA

Via the faisst-koffer.de website, you have the  
opportunity to sign up for our regular infor-
mative newsletter and always be up to date.

https://faisst-koffer.de/en/newsletter.html

Regular newsletter:  
Sign up now

youtube.com/
@faisstkoffer8993

Online catalogue


